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WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
Measuring Tape (inches/cm)
Electric Hand Drill
7mm Drill Bit
Phillips Screwdriver
Hacksaw

Pencil
Level (min. 24”)
Allen Keys (4mm & 2mm)
Wrench
Wall Plugs/Anchors
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METRO SYSTEM
COMPONENTS
A Floor to Ceiling Stanchion

F

#SSE-2020-106-AN

B Floor to Wall Stanchion
#SSE-2121-080-AN

D
A

C

B

H

C Closet Rod

#SSE-2022-048-AN

D Extendable Pull Down Closet Rod
#SSE-2684-830-AN

E

E Shoe Rack

G

#SSE-2123-048-AN

F Top Shelf Bracket

I

#SSE-2027-AN

G Mini Side Wall Stanchion
#SSE-2305-006-AN

J

H Back to Wall Tie Back
#SSE-8622-222-AN

I Shelf Bracket

K

#SSE-2263-AN

H

J Upper Cabinet Bracket
#SSE-3139

K Lower Cabinet Bracket
#SSE-2282 X-AN

General Notes:
Ÿ Stanchion spacing (centre to centre) must be shelf length or cabinet width, plus 30mm (1 3/16”)
Ÿ Always add shelves and cabinets beginning with the lowest and working upwards.
Ÿ A Back to Wall Tie Back (#SSE-8622-222-AN) should always be installed on every stanchion at

250mm (10”) up from the floor and where an upper cabinet meets a stanchion.

Ÿ Do not exceed recommended weight loads on shelves or cabinets.
Ÿ Prior to installation, store components where they will stay clean and dry.
Ÿ Always use tools and wall anchors suitable for the wall material and construction.
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INSTALLING
FLOOR TO CEILING
STANCHIONS

H

L

#SSE-2020-106-AN
1. Calculate the actual
A
length of the
stanchion (L) by
measuring floor to
ceiling height (H), and
subtracting 80mm
(3”).
2. With fittings
removed , cut the
stanchion to the
calculated length and
re-install the hardware
as shown. (A)
3. Determine the position of
your first stanchion and install
the foot button on the ceiling,
250mm (10”) from the wall. (B)
4. Install a “Back to Wall Tie
Back” on the stanchion,
250mm (10”) up from the
bottom (see page 6).
5. Set the top of the stanchion
by inserting the top adjustable
foot onto the installed foot
button, (C ) position the
stanchion so that it is level in
both directions and the Tie
Back is against the wall.
6. Secure the stanchion by
adjusting the top and bottom
bolts (D) to ensure a snug fit.
7. Install other stanchions in
the same manner at the
required spacing.

L = H - 76mm
(3”)

INSTALLING
FLOOR TO WALL
STANCHIONS

#SSE-2121-080-AN

A
Floor to wall stanchions are
2240mm ( 88”) long. To
shorten:
1. Remove “foot assembly”.
2. Cut to desired length
3. Re-install “foot assembly”
(A).
4. Determine the position of
your first stanchion and install
the foot button on the floor,
250mm (10”) from the wall. (B)

Step 4 is OPTIONAL: Not required when Back to
Wall Tie Back is used near bottom of stanchion.

B

10in
(250mm)∗

10in
(250mm)∗

C

5. Install a “Back to Wall Tie B
Back” on the stanchion,
250mm (10”) up from the
bottom (see page 6).
6. Assemble stanchion (C)
and set the top of the
stanchion against the wall
and put the adjustable foot
onto the installed foot
button. (D) Check for level,
both ways, adjust as
necessary.
7. Secure the stanchion and
the Back to Wall Tie Back to
the wall. (E)

C

10in
(250mm)∗

10in
(250mm)∗

2mm
Allen Key

D

D
E
7. Install other stanchions in the same
manner at the required spacing.

NOTES:

Recommended maximum load, per stanchion, is 150kg (330 lbs).
Stanchions must be installed plumb, to safely support the downward force of the load.
Maximum recommended spacing between stanchions is 1220mm (48”).
Distance between stanchions must not be greater than + 1.5mm (1/16”) of that of the shelf or
cabinet being supported. Stanchion width is 30mm (1 3/16”)
Ÿ Cutting the stanchions will create sharp edges. Caution must be taken.
Ÿ Always use wall anchors suitable for the wall material and construction.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

TIP:

Ÿ Temporarily installing a shelf near the top and bottom of the stantions as you go, will ensure

accurate spacing. See page 4 for shelf installation.
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INSTALLING ADJUSTABLE
SHELF BRACKETS
#SSE-2263-AN
1. Mark on stanchion the
desired height/location of the
shelf.
2. While holding the rectangular
locking washer in the vertical
position, place bracket into
stanchion. (A)

B

A

3. Securely fasten brackets to the stanchion using the allen key, (B) ensuring
that the rectangular washer rotates to the horizontal position within the
stanchion walls. (A )
4. Position the shelf into both brackets and check that it is level (D ) and
adjust as necessary.
5. Once leveled, securely clamp the shelf in place. (E)
6. Ensure that the rectangular locking washers are fully turned, and locked
securely into both stanchions. (F)

TOP VIEW TOP VIEW

E
F

D

G
MAX

25kg
(55lbs)

TIPS:

Ensure brackets and shelves are correctly installed, as per the directions above.
Allow 5mm (1/4”) gap between back of shelf and wall.
Maximum shelf thickness is 30mm (1 3/16”).
The weight bearing capacity of the shelf depends on length, thickness, and type of material
used for the shelves.
Ÿ 25mm (1”) MFC shelves have a safe load of 25kg (55lbs) evenly distributed on the shelf.
Ÿ Stanchion spacing must be such that the shelves are fully engaged into the brackets, each
being no more than 1.5mm (1/16”) away from the stanchion faces (G)
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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INSTALLING CABINETS
AND DRAWERS
TOP VIEW

B

Upper Cabinet
Bracket
#SSE-3139
Lower Cabinet
Bracket
#SSE-2282 X-AN

A
TOP VIEW

C

35m/8m”)
(1 3

m
2723m/4”)
(10

D

1. Position the lower cabinet brackets at the
required height ( A) and ensure that they are level.
This can be done by positioning a shelf to rest on
both brackets and then checking it with a spirit
level.
2. Ensure that the rectangular locking washers are
fully turned, and locked securely into the
stanchions. (B)

3. Position the upper cabinet brackets on the stanchions with the centre of the
bottom hole exactly 272mm (10 3/4”) above the “plate” of the lower bracket.
Secure in place using a 4mm allen key(C)
4. Drill through the 2 pilot holes
on both sides of the cabinet
using a 7mm diameter drill bit. (D)
5. Place the cabinet on the lower
brackets and position in place
allowing a gap of approximately
4mm (3/16”) behind the cabinet
and the back wall. (E) Check that
the cabinet is level and adjust if
necessary.(F)
6. Fix bolts through both upper
brackets and then secure lower
brackets with screws. (G)

F

G

E

TIPS:
Ÿ Before drilling through the pilot holes in the cabinet ensure that the two holes are correct by

using a loose upper bracket to check the hole pattern. Holes must be drilled with a 7mm
diameter bit.
Ÿ Ensure that bolts heads for upper brackets are at least half sunk into cabinet frames.
Ÿ A Back to Wall Tie Back (#SSE-8622-222-AN) should always be installed (on both sides) where
the cabinet meets the stanchion prior, to mounting the cabinet.

5
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INSTALLING BACK TO WALL
TIE BACK #SSE-8622-222-AN
TOP VIEW TOP VIEW

D

250mm
(10”)

A

B

C

Use a Back to Wall Tie Back
250mm (10”) up from the floor if
you do not want to drill into the
floor to set a foot button. ( A)
When installing upper cabinets or
pull down hanger bars, a tie back
must be installed at the halfway
point of the stanchions for extra
stability and safety.
1. Determine the position for the
tie back bar and insert the end
into the stanchion (B), ensuring
that the rectangular locking
washer is turned the correct way.
(C) When tightened, the lock
washer plate will turn inside the
stanchion to secure it. (D)

E

2. The tie back bar will position the stanchion
at 250mm (10”) from the wall to the centre of
the foot, ensuring the stanchion will be level
when anchored to the wall. Check for level
before anchoring the tie back. (E)
3. Lock the tie-back to the stanchion using
an allen key (F), and attach the other end to
the wall with 2 screws and anchors
recommended for the wall construction.

250mm
(10”)

F

10 in
(250mm)

TIPS:
Ÿ The bottom foot of the stanchion must be positioned on the floor to take the load. The addition

of “Back to Wall Tie-Backs” does not add to the vertical load-bearing ability.

Ÿ You can use a Back to Wall Tie-Back as a spacer so you don’t have to measure up when fitting

a Floor to Wall stanchion.
Ÿ Always use wall anchors recommended for the wall material and construction.
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INSTALLING A
SHOE RACK #SSE-2123-048-AN
This drawing
shows two racks.

B

C

D

Fig. 1

1. Measure the distance between the two stanchions and
subtract 17.5mm (11/16”) to determine the length to cut
the bars (A)
2.
Cut
the bars (B) and insert them into the brackets. (C)
A
3. Lock brackets on bar using the 2mm allen key.
4. Position rack on stanchions and lock in place with the
L = W - 17.5mm (11/16”)
W = distance between stanchions, L = length of shoe bars. 4mm allen key. (D)

L
W

NOTES:

Ÿ Always ensure that the rectangular locking washers are locked into the

stanchions as shown in fig. 1 above.

Ÿ These shoe racks can be stacked facing in or out to maximize space.
Ÿ Cutting the bars will create sharp edges. Caution must be taken.
Ÿ Protective clothing is recommended.

MAX

25kg
(55lbs)

INSTALLING A
CLOSET ROD
A

B

C

D

4mm
Allen
key

L
2mm Allen key

W

TOP VIEW

TOP VIEW

W
L

L = W - 6.5mm ( 1/4”)

W = distance between stanchions, L = length of closet rod.

NOTES:
MAX

70kg
(160lbs)

Fig. 1

1. Cut the bar 6.5mm (1/4”) shorter
than the distance between the
stanchions. (A,B)
2. Lock “End Caps” on the bar (C)
3. Lock onto stanchions using the
4mm allen key. (D)

Ÿ Always ensure that the rectangular locking washers are locked into the

stanchions as shown in fig. 1 above.

Ÿ Check that the bar is level and adjust as necessary.
Ÿ Cutting the bars will create sharp edges. Caution must be taken.
Ÿ Protective clothing is recommended.
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INSTALLING AN EXTENDABLE
PULL DOWN HANGER BAR #SSE-2684-830-AN

A

B

Fig. 1

1. Read assembly instructions packed with the unit.
2. Install the two brackets onto the stanchion bars using
the Phillips head bolts and locking washers. (A)
3. Push the end assemblies down over the brackets. (B)

NOTES:

Ÿ Always ensure that the rectangular locking washers are locked into the
Ÿ Due to the pull out and down action of the device, Back to Wall Tie Backs

MAX

8kg
(18lbs)

(#SSE-8622-222-AN) must be used within 6” (150mm), above or below,
the location of the Pull Down mounting bracket.

INSTALLING A TOP SHELF
BRACKET #SSE-2684-830-AN
)

del

A

B
Fig. 1

1. Insert brackets into the stanchions at the desired height and ensure
they are all level so that each will support its share of the weight.
2. Securely lock brackets in position. (A)
3. Insert screws up into the wooden shelf at each bracket to prevent any
movement. (B)

NOTES:
MAX

15kg
(33lbs)

Ÿ Always ensure that the rectangular locking washers are locked into the
Ÿ These brackets can also be used with load bearing shelves where extra

support is required.
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